
LABC REGISTERED CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
TIMBER FRAME

Junction Reference: E2TFHY03

- Build Up -
Brick Outer Leaf (λ = 0.77W/mK)

50mm Air Cavity, vented

BOOST’R HYBRID (R = 1.35 m2K/W)

OSB

HYBRIS between 140mm Studs (λ = 0.033 W/mK)

20mm Low-e Air Cavity

HCONTROL HYBRID (R = 1.90 m2K/W)

20mm Low-e Air Cavity provided by 38mm Battens

Plasterboard

http://www.insulation-actis.com/
http://www.insulation-actis.com/breather-membranes/boostr-hybrid-uk.html
http://www.insulation-actis.com/hybrid-system/hybris-uk.html
http://www.insulation-actis.com/vapour-control-layers/hcontrol-hybrid-uk.html
http://www.insulation-actis.com/
http://www.labcwarranty.co.uk
https://www.labss.org/
http://www.insulation-actis.com/breather-membranes/boostr-hybrid-uk.html
http://www.insulation-actis.com/breather-membranes/boostr-hybrid-uk.html
http://www.insulation-actis.com/breather-membranes/boostr-hybrid-uk.html
http://www.insulation-actis.com/vapour-control-layers/hcontrol-hybrid-uk.html
http://www.insulation-actis.com/vapour-control-layers/hcontrol-hybrid-uk.html
http://www.insulation-actis.com/hybrid-system/hybris-uk.html


LABC REGISTERED CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
TIMBER FRAME

Calculated    Values

Insulation Type Used In 
Between Timber Studs/Rafters

Psi Value W/mK

Hybris 0.037

PIR Insulation 0.037

Mineralfibre Insulation 0.038

- Points to Watch -
 » Make sure insulation is tightly fitted and has no gaps and is sufficiently sealed at joints/ends.

 » Check insulation is installed in a continuous manner.

 » Ensure all ACTIS products are installed with the copper-coloured film facing the inside (warm side)  
 of the building.

 » Maintain air cavities adjacent to ACTIS products as per specification.

 » Around openings, cable and pipe penetrations, seal BOOST’R HYBRID, HCONTROL HYBRID and HYBRIS  
 with ACTIS tape.

 » ACTIS products must not be in contact with heat sources above 80°C.

 » HCONTROL HYBRID joints are to be overlapped by a minimum of 50mm or can be butt jointed together.  
 Ensure all joints are sealed with the recommended ACTIS tape.

 » BOOST’R HYBRID joints are to be overlapped by a minimum of 100mm. Ensure all joints are sealed with  
 the recommended ACTIS tape.

 » Allow for min. 85mm between external sheeting and brick cladding to accommodate 35mm BOOST’R  
 HYBRID and 50mm vented air cavity.

 » Make sure that additional section of BOOST’R HYBRID is installed between lintel and OSB and that the  
 next layer of BOOST’R HYBRID is dressed over lintel. 

 » Ensure a good fit and tape adjacent HYBRIS panels with ACTIS tape. For extra support, staple HYBRIS  
 top and bottom to timbers

 » Ensure cavities are kept clean of mortar snots/droppings and other debris during construction and  
 install cavity tray over insulation

PDF Installation Guidelines

http://www.insulation-actis.com/files/actis/pdfs/en/installation-guidelines/ACTIS-literature-BOOST-R-HYBRID-installation-guidelines-PZ509-112016.pdf
http://www.insulation-actis.com/files/actis/pdfs/en/installation-guidelines/ACTIS-literature-HYBRIS-installation-guidelines-PZ509-112018.pdf
http://www.insulation-actis.com/docspdf/HCONTROL-HYBRID-INSTALLATION-GUIDELINES.pdf

